TRAINING OBJECTIVES 2019 BUILD NOTES
Build 2019.A.4
•

Civil Enforcement (See Appendix B below)

Build 2019 A.3
•

Added:
o Criteria 1.5.3.1.1-Ethnicity
o Criteria 4.1.5.5-Committement
o Career Development 4.2.1.3 was mis-numbered as 4.1.1.3 (DCJS error).

Build 2019 A.2
•

Revisions to the text of the LE Set. (See Appendix A below)

Build 2019 A.1
•

Implemented the Communications 2019 Set
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APPENDIX A
ACE: Corrections for Law Enforcement Training Objectives:
X 2.14 READS: Apply knowledge of the law relating to malicious mischief, destruction of
property/vandalism, or hate crime. Remove malicious mischief and replace with trespassing.
? 2.24.4 (Should be 2.14.4)READS: Identify other crimes to which 18.2-121 may apply. (18.2 121
Entering the property of another for purpose of damaging it etc). Remove everything in parenthesis.
X 2.28.1.3 READS: Define abduction/kidnapping. Change Define to Defining
X 2.29.2.1 – 2.29.2.18 – remove numbers after the words on all (example Definitions 16.1-228 – remove
16.1-228)
X 2.30.3 READS: Identify the two conditions which together trigger the necessity for “Miranda”
warnings. Remove “” from around the word Miranda.
X 2.31 READS: Conduct searches and seizures under the following conditions:
line two – incident to hat pursuit – change hat to hot
X 2.34 READS: Seize contraband, weapons, or stolen property from a suspect, seize cash, vehicles or
other personal property related to illegal drug dealing or manufacturing for purposes of forfeiture.
Criteria actually ends with the word “suspect” – remove everything after that.
? 2.53 READS (Should be 2.35.3)Define chain of custody. Should read – Define the chain of custody.
X 2.45 READS: Demonstrate knowledge of general liability attached to performance of law enforcement
duties related t law enforcement vehicle operations. Correct “t” should be to.
X 2.46.2.2 READS: 42 USC 1983
X 2.46.2.3 READS: 18 USC 242
These are flipped – 2.46.2.2 should be 18 USC 242 and 2.46.2.3 should be 42 USC 1983
X 3.1.1.1 READS: Questioning, Body posture/gesture. Remove everything after the word Questioning
X 3.10.2.1 READS: Identify adjustments that may be needed when communicating with various
audiences., Cultivate diverse people. Should read only: Culturally diverse people
X 3.10.2.2 reads: Identify adjustments that may be needed when communicating with various
audiences., Person’s suffering from dementia including Alzheimer’s Disease. Remove everything before
the word “Person’s” . (Corrected the incorrect apostrophe.)
X 4.10.1 READS: Identify Code of Virginia statues related to noise violates or disturbing – ADD the peace
after disturbing.
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X 4.12 READS: Observe individual to recognized signs of abnormal behavior. Assess need for mental or
medical evaluation, or help and resources form another source. Take into involuntary custody a person
displaying behavior which gives the officer probably cause to believe that mental illness exists using the
appropriate Code of Virginia requirements. Change “form” to from and “which” to that.
X 4.12.1.1 READS: Abnormal behaviors physical signs that may be observed by officers. Should read:
Abnormal behaviors and physical signs that may be observed by officers.
X 4.12.2.4 READS: Identify procedure for securing, searching and transporting a person who meets the
criteria of an emergency custody order or temporary detention order. Need to add the following to the
end: including a change of voluntary consent for transport to placement under emergency custody
while in transport.
X 4.13.4.3 READS: Interview victim (determining willingness to cooperate with investigation if adult,
however, other evidence may be used if victim is unwilling). Need to add the following to the end: ;
witness(es) (if any); suspect(s) (if and/or when identified).
X 4.13.4.6 READS: Arrest the primary aggressor. Should read: Arrest the predominant physical
aggressor.
X 4.13.4.8 READS: Get warrant for the arrest; petition for an emergency protective order then take to
the communications center and take appropriate steps to have entered into VCIN. Should read: Get
warrant for the arrest; petition for an emergency protective order if issued serve the emergency
protective order then take to the communications center and take appropriate steps to have entered
into VCIN.
X 4.17.6 READS: Use a Virginia State Police Missing Children …….
Please see the line of the paragraph that starts “person age” it says 121 – it should be 21.
X 4.18.6.8 READS: actical responsibilities of the primary unit responding to a crime in progress. Need to
add “T” to first word so it reads Tactical.
X 4.23.2.4 READS: Transport and escort of arrestees or prisoners to various destinations. Search vehicle
after transport of every arrestee or prisoner. Please remove the first sentence – should read: Search
vehicle after transport of every arrestee or prisoner
X 4.23.2.7 READS: Transport and escort of arrestee or prisoners to various destinations., Meet federal
requirements for movement of arrestees/prisoners through public transportation such as train or plane.
Please remove the first sentence – should read: Meet federal requirements for movement of
arrestees/prisoners through public transportation such as train or plane.
X 4.25 READS: Pursue a suspect offender on foot. Should read: Pursue a suspected offender on foot.
X 4.46.6 READS: Conduct standardized field sobriety tests to include in accordance with the 24-hour
NHTSA/IACP DWI: Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus, Walk and Turn and One Leg Stand. (effective January 1,
2014). It continues on with a. b. and c. Please remove a. b. and c. entirely from the criteria – it is all
separate criteria listed out correctly in the criteria following 4.46.6.
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X 4.48.3.7 READS: Determine violations and charges and accurately complete and deliver summons
charging the appropriate parties with reference to appropriate Code sect90n(s). Please correct the last
word to read section(s).
X 4.48.4.5.10 READS: Viewpoint of each driver. Should read: Viewpoint from each driver.
? 4.54.2 (Should be 4.53.2)READS: Nature of crime. Should read: Nature of the crime
X 5.4.2 READS: Canvas the neighborhood on the same day of the week and time of day/night. Should
read: Canvas the neighborhood on the same day of the week and time of day/night that the crime was
committed.
X 5.6.2 READS: 5.6.2 Identify three duties of first responding officer for investigating cases of child
abuse or neglect. Please remove the 5.6.2 from this sentence. (Note: You will see the criteria number
repeated on all new criteria – this is a new convention in ACE)
X 6.6.1.1 READS: subject actions, a) subject actions, b) Officer perception. Should read: Subject actions
– remove a and b.
X 6.9.6.1 READS: The discharge of a firearm normally constitutes deadly force. The deadly force
standard is for the preservation of life or to prevent serious physical injury a) the discharge of a firearm
normally constitutes deadly force. The deadly force standard is for the preservation of life or to prevent
serious physical injury. Should read: The discharge of a firearm normally constitutes deadly force. The
deadly force standard is for the preservation of life or to prevent serious physical injury.
X 6.9.6.4.1 READS: The officer is accountable for where the round goes or ends up, bullet may ricochet.
Should read: Bullet may ricochet
X 6.9.6.4.2 READS: The officer is accountable for where the round goes or ends up, officer cannot
determine where bullet will land. Should read: Officer cannot determine where bullet will land.
X 6.10.5.2.1.1 – 6.10.5.2.3 all start with “weaponless (empty hand) control techniques, safe contact and
initial control” before the proper wording. Remove this from each criteria. Example 6.10.5.2.1.1 READS:
weaponless (empty hand) control techniques, safe contact and initial control, front. Should read: front
6.10.5.2.2 and 6.10.5.2.3 remove “weaponless (empty hand) control techniques from beginning of each.
X 6.15.3.1.1 READS: stopping movement of the handgun or long gun using the officer’s personal
weapons against the aggressor’s vulnerable targets to disengage and escalate. Should read: disengage
and escalate
X 6.15.3.1.2 remove same sentence as above should read: Decentralize to prone position for safe
disarming.
X 6.15.4.3.1 READS: stopping movement of the edged weapon and using officer’s personal weapons
against aggressor’s vulnerable targets to disengage and escalate. Should read: disengage and escalate.
X 6.15.4.3.2 remove same sentence as above should read: Decentralize to prone position for safe
disarming.
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X 6.15.5.1.2 READS: stopping movement of the bludgeon weapon and using officer’s personal weapons
against aggressor’s vulnerable targets to decentralize to prone position for safe disarming. Should read:
Decentralize to prone position for safe disarming.
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APPENDIX B
ACE – Courtroom Security Criteria
1.2.2 Reads: Principles that define a profession including a definition of court security.
Should Read: Principles that define a profession and professionalism in court security operations.
1.2.3.2.2 Reads: Describe the functions of the local police Car
Remove the word “Car” from the end of the sentence
2.1.4 Reads: List the protections against self-incrimination and double jeopardy in the Fifth List the
protections against self-incrimination and double jeopardy in the Fifth Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution.
Please remove the wording above in blue
2.6.2 Reads: Identify the mandatory contents of a warrant.
Should Read: Identify the mandatory contents of a valid warrant.
2.8.4 Reads: Application of the Privacy Protection Act in Virginia jails (2.2-3800)
Should Read: Application of the Government and Data Collection and Dissemination Protection Act in
Virginia jails. (2.2-3800)
2.11.2 Reads: Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966)
Should Read: Identify the relevant case regarding interrogation: Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436
(1966)
2.12.7.3 Reads: Define the scope of a search incident to hot pursu
Correct spelling of last word to read pursuit
2.15.1 Reads: Case law
Should Read: Preservation of life: Case law
4.3.5.3.4 Reads: dentify procedure to follow……………………
Correct spelling of first word to Identify
4.7 Reads: Provide courthouse security screening.
Should Read: Provide courthouse entrance screening.
4.10.2 Reads: 4Recognize………
Remove the 4 at the beginning of the word Recognize
6.1.2.5 Reads: Legal requirements/conditions of types of searches
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Should Read: Electronic Search
6.1.2.6 Reads: Electronic search – Remove completely - this criteria does not exist
6.2.1.1 Reads: DeKey planning………….
Remove “De” from the first word
6.3.7 Reads: Reasons for secrecy – Remove completely – this criteria does not exist
6.6.6.3 Reads: Iden The danger deputies……….
Should read: Identify the………………
6.8.5.2.1.2 Reads: safe contact side
Should read: side
6.9.1 Reads: Identification of weapon considerations of subject and deputy/jail officer.
Should Read: Identification of weapon consideration of subject and deputy.
6.12 Reads: Use touch pressure or striking pressure to control a subject/inmate.
Should Read: Use touch pressure or striking pressure to control a subject.
6.12.1.1 Reads: IIdentify carotid choke….
Correct spelling of Identify
6.13.1.1 Reads: subject is appropriate
Should Read: Distance/cover
6.13.1.2 Reads: distance/cover
Should Read: Type of weapon
6.13.1.3 Reads: type of weapon
Should Read: Obstacles
6.13.1.4 Reads: obstacles
Should Read: Will the attempt jeopardize life or personal safety
6.13.1.5 Reads: Will the attempt jeopardize life or personal safety – Remove completely – this criteria
does not exist
6.13.4.3.2 Reads: takedown to prone position and restraints
Should Read: Take down to prone position and restraints
6.14.4 Reads: Application of leg irons or other devices that restrain legs or torso avoiding force levels
and methods that present unnecessary injury potential to the deputy/jail officer and subject.
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Remove words in blue

6.15.4 Reads: Description of first aid or aftercare to use when contaminated with chemical agents or
aerosprays according to type and density of the contamination.
Change word in blue to: aerosol sprays
8.1 Reads: Operate agency vehicle on various road surfaces and conditions.
Should Read: Operate agency vehicle on various road surfaces and conditions if assigned by agency.
8.2 Reads: Transport person(s) to various locations outside.
Should Read: Transport person(s) to various locations outside the institution.
8.2.2.6 Needs to be added:

8.2.2.6 Vehicle without cage

8.2.2.6.2.2 Reads: Make sure weapon is secure or placed away from potential access
Should Read: Make sure weapon is secure or placed away from potential access by subject.
8.2.2.6.2.3 Reads: Adjust the rearview mirror to allow surveillance of subject move
change word subject to inmate
8.2.2.9.2 Reads: Do not let inmate/arrestee out of your sight
Should Read: Do not let prisoner out of your sight
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ACE corrections – Civil Process
1.2.3.1.2.1 Reads: Definition of petite jury, special grand jury and multi-jurisdictional grand jury.
Should Read: Definition of petite jury, grand jury, special grand jury and multi-jurisdictional grand jury.
2.6 make the word person plural (persons)
NEED TO ADD: 2.6.1 – Define arrest.
4.5.6.1 thru 4.5.6.7 REMOVE the words Deputy safety considerations: from each criteria
6.1 Reads: Search juvenile(s), visitor(s), subject(s), or arrested person(s)
Should Read: Search juvenile(s), visitor(s), subject(s), arrested person(s) or inmate(s).
6.1.7.6 Reads: Communicating relevant information to the over Deputy
Should Read: Communicating relevant information to the cover Deputy/Jail Officer
6.3 Reads: participate in building and area searches
Should Read: Participate in cell and area searches.
6.3.1 Reads: Importance of intelligence gather/planning for building and/or area searches.
Should Read: Importance of intelligence gathering/planning for cell and/or area searches.
6.4 Reads: Extract a subject out a vehicle.
Should Read: Extract subject out of a vehicle and a cell.
6.4.1 Reads: Deputy safety considerations
Should Read: Deputy/Jail Officer safety considerations
6.4.2 Reads: Use appropriate extraction techniques for vehicle (extract from front and rear of transport
vehicle).
Should Read: Use appropriate extraction techniques for cell and vehicle (extract from rear of transport
vehicle).
6.5.1 Reads: Evaluate risk to public and deputy
Should Read: Evaluate risk to public and deputy/jail officer.
6.5.1.1 Reads: People in area
Should Read: People in area/inmates in area
6.5.1.2 Reads: Evaluate risk to public and deputy.
Should Read: Easily accessed buildings/areas.
6.6.1.1 Remove the “F” from the beginning of the word
6.6.1.8 Reads: Deputy safety considerations
Should Read: Deputy/Jail Officer safety considerations
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6.6.3.1 Reads: Key elements for appropriate response for situations or environmental circumstances
where a violent or resistant reaction is foreseen, e.g., multiple deputies/backup.
Should Read: Key elements for appropriate response for situations or environmental circumstances
where a violent or resistant reaction is foreseen, e.g., multiple deputies/jail officers/backup.
6.6.3.3 add Jail officer at the end of the sentence after deputy – ex deputy/jail officer
6.9.1 add jail officer at the end of the sentence after deputy – deputy/jail officer
6.9.2 Reads: Demonstration of defensive strategy designed to protect a deputy’s vulnerable targets.
Should Read: Demonstration of defensive strategy designed to protect a deputy/jail officers’ vulnerable
targets.
6.9.3 add jail officer at the end of the sentence after deputy – deputy/jail officer.
6.10.3 add jail officer at the end of the sentence after deputy – deputy/jail officer.
6.11.2 add jail officer at the end of the sentence after deputy – deputy/jail officer.
6.11.3 add jail officer at the end of the sentence after deputy – deputy/jail officer.
6.12 add inmate at the end of the sentence after subject – subject/inmate.
6.13.3.1 Reads: Stopping movement of the handgun or long gun using a deputy’s personal 3weapons
against aggressor’s vulnerable targets to
Should Read: Stopping movement of the handgun or long gun using a deputy/jail officer’s personal
weapons against aggressor’s vulnerable targets to
6.13.4.3 Reads: stopping/deflecting movement of the edged weapon and using deputy’s personal
weapons against aggressor’s vulnerable targets to
Should Read: stopping/deflecting movement of the edged weapon and using deputy/jail officer’s
personal weapons against aggressor’s vulnerable targets to
6.13.5.1 Reads: stopping/deflecting movement of the bludgeon weapon and using deputy’s personal
weapons against aggressor’s vulnerable targets to
Should Read: stopping/deflecting movement of the bludgeon weapon and using deputy/jail officer’s
personal weapons against aggressor’s vulnerable targets to
8.1.16.1 Reads: Demonstrate the proper techniques in braking (with or without ABS) a transport
vehicle. heat/cool
Should Read: heat/cool
8.2.1.6.3 Reads: seatbelt
Should Read: Place in right rear seat with proper restraints (cuffs, leg chains, waist chain) and seatbelt.
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